KNOWLEDGE FACTORY

WORKSHOP

Business English: Success at a Job Interview

Staff

Timothy Hellstrom
Bilingual in English and Swedish. Bachelor of Philosophy from Georgia State University. World traveler, lived
in five and visited twenty seven nations. Previous experience working in the job recruiting industry,
communicating with major international firms in the Information Technology and Job Consultancy sectors.

Language

English

Public

This workshop is dedicated toward providing a high quality and detailed learning experience with regard to
being successful at a job interview. The course is unique because it combines first-hand knowledge of job
consulting with proven linguistic tools to yield a stronger grasp of the English language and the job world.

Level

Minimum Level Required: A2

Fees

170 Euros

Duration

12 hours (9 hours virtual classroom + 3 hours videoconference)

Study Mode

Online with tutorials and 121Conversation sessions

Objectives

The primary goal of this workshop is to acquaint the student with speaking and writing requirements for
successful job interview scenarios in an English speaking environment.
The course material is designed to inform the student how to approach speaking and writing situations by
detailing the entire interview process, curriculum vitae creation, the expectations of the interviewer, and
interviewing tactics.
This workshop aims to inform the student about the common terms in interview scenarios, sentence
structuring in a candidate's curriculum vitae and how to phrase verbs and nouns to one's advantage.

Activities

Comments

●
●
●
●
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●
●

Listening to recorded interviews with real job recruiting professionals
Detailed analysis of language and structure in both successful curriculum vitae
Articles focused on the modern job market
Three reading comprehension exercises
One oral exercise (audio submission)
Six video conferences (30 min each)
Create a professional CV tutorial

The content and activities are oriented to provide the student with real-world experiences and therefore
much of what the student will be seeing, reading, hearing and doing will be applicable in actual job
interview scenarios. For example, the CV creation project is designed to have the student draft a
professional CV through online research and peer review by the tutor. Also, many of the insights and
multimedia will be collected from people who have experience working in the job recruiting business.

Para comprar este WorkShop entra en la página Web 121 Conversation

Más información: info@121conversation.com

